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Moving your e-mail

to Exchange

Are you consolidating various e-mail systems onto

Microsoft Exchange Server? OpenOne Corporation

has solutions that make the job much easier.

Direct-TO-1 for Microsoft Exchange helps system

administrators and end users easily migrate from

many leading e-mail systems to Microsoft Exchange

Server. More than a simple transfer or text conver-

sion utility, Direct-TO-1 transparently transfers

messages and converts e-mail addresses and

documents — while maintaining the message store

hierarchy, and mail and document attributes. The

OpenOne PAB Converter lets users convert the

contents of their Lotus Notes or TeamLinks Personal

Address Book to the Microsoft Exchange Personal

Address Book.

With Direct-TO-1, you can migrate messages and

documents from Digital Mail Servers (ALL-IN-1,

MailWorks, TeamLinks, or Compaq OpenVMS™ Mail);

supported MAPI- and VIM-compliant mail servers

such as cc:Mail, GroupWise, Lotus Notes and

OpenMail; and GroupWise Version 4.1 (source mail

servers) to Microsoft Exchange Server. You can also

use Direct-TO-1 to move Microsoft Exchange users

between Exchange domains. Direct-TO-1 migrates

documents and personal distribution lists while

maintaining mail attributes such as original dates,

priority, read receipts and addressees and document

attributes such as fonts and highlighting (e.g. bold

and underline). It can also convert text, Rich Text,

AmiPro, Digital DX, HTML, Microsoft Word, WPS-

PLUS, WordPerfect and MASS11 documents to

Microsoft Word, AmiPro, HTML, PDF, WordPerfect,

Rich Text or text-formatted files.

Busines results

> Enables you to meet record
retention requirements —
Maintains the integrity of
original messages by
converting addresses,
documents, attachments,
and personal distribution
lists so that all are useable 
in Exchange.

> Lowers the cost of
migrating message stores to
Exchange — Provides two
modes for migration:
system administrators can
migrate users in groups, or
end users can migrate their
own message stores using 
an easy-to-use 
Windows interface.

> Reduces loss of user
productivity — Converts
mail addresses to facilitate
reply/answer to the legacy
mail messages from
Exchange. Maintains the
same file cabinet hierarchy
so users can quickly find
their old messages and
documents in the new mail
environment, and converts
Personal Distribution Lists
to Exchange. The PAB
Converter can convert
user PABs.
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Retains maximum useable format

Direct-TO-1 retains messages and

documents in maximum useable

format in the new message store, thus

protecting the integrity of the data

and minimizing loss of user produc-

tivity. Message attributes such as

dates, addressees, sensitivity, confi-

dentiality and read receipts are all

protected — thus preventing any loss

of historical information.

User productivity is also maximized

because Direct-TO-1 maintains the

same message store or file cabinet

hierarchy and naming as before, so

users can quickly find information

they need. Since all addresses are

converted, the user can immediately

respond to e-mail messages without

having to look up and edit address

fields. Also, personal distribution lists

are converted so that the user doesn’t

have to manually recreate them, and

documents are editable.

Provides maximum flexibility

Direct-TO-1 gives you maximum

migration flexibility by providing both

an end user migration tool and a batch

tool that can be used by IT staff to

migrate groups of users. This flexibility

helps IT in two ways. First, Direct-TO-1

can help minimize the cost to IT by

offloading the responsibility for

message store migration to the end

user, thus freeing up IT resources.

Secondly, by being able to delegate

this responsibility to the end user, IT

gets the added benefit of not being

blamed for the failure of migrating

that critical message. Direct-TO-1’s

dual interactive and batch mode

options let you choose which users IT

will migrate and which users will

migrate themselves.

About OpenOne Corporation

Headquartered in Nashua, New

Hampshire, OpenOne Corporation

develops messaging software and

utilities and provides mail, messaging,

networking and Internet technical

consulting services.

Learn more

For more information about

Direct-TO-1, visit www.openone.com

or contact Stephen Martin at

603-578-4701 or e-mail

steve.martin@openone.com

To learn more about Compaq Business

Solutions for Microsoft Exchange, visit

www.compaq.com/messaging

Direct-TO-1 from OpenOne

Corporation is part of the

Compaq Business

Solutions for Exchange

program. As the first to

offer tested, complete

solutions on the Compaq

and Microsoft Exchange

Server messaging

platform, this program

helps you enhance

efficiency, improve

workflow and realize

greater productivity from

your Exchange

investments.
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